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We present galaxy-galaxy lensing measurements from 1321 sq. deg. of the Dark Energy Survey
(DES) Year 1 (Y1) data. The lens sample consists of a selection of 660,000 red galaxies with high-
precision photometric redshifts, known as redMaGiC, split into five tomographic bins in the redshift
range 0.15 < z < 0.9. We use two different source samples, obtained from the Metacalibration
(26 million galaxies) and im3shape (18 million galaxies) shear estimation codes, which are split
into four photometric redshift bins in the range 0.2 < z < 1.3. We perform extensive testing of
potential systematic effects that can bias the galaxy-galaxy lensing signal, including those from
shear estimation, photometric redshifts, and observational properties. Covariances are obtained
from jackknife subsamples of the data and validated with a suite of log-normal simulations. We use
the shear-ratio geometric test to obtain independent constraints on the mean of the source redshift
distributions, providing validation of those obtained from other photo-z studies with the same data.
We find consistency between the galaxy bias estimates obtained from our galaxy-galaxy lensing
measurements and from galaxy clustering, therefore showing the galaxy-matter cross-correlation
coefficient r to be consistent with one, measured over the scales used for the cosmological analysis.
The results in this work present one of the three two-point correlation functions, along with galaxy
clustering and cosmic shear, used in the DES cosmological analysis of Y1 data, and hence the
methodology and the systematics tests presented here provide a critical input for that study as well
as for future cosmological analyses in DES and other photometric galaxy surveys.
I. INTRODUCTION
Weak gravitational lensing refers to the small distor-
tions in the images of distant galaxies by intervening
mass along the line of sight. Galaxy-galaxy lensing
refers to the cross-correlation between foreground (lens)
galaxy positions and the lensing shear of background
(source) galaxies at higher redshifts [1–3]. The compo-
nent of the shear that is tangential to the perpendicular
line connecting the lens and source galaxies is a mea-
sure of the projected, excess mass distribution around
the lens galaxies. Galaxy-galaxy lensing at small scales
has been used to characterize the properties of dark
matter halos hosting lens galaxies, while at large scales
∗ Corresponding author: jprat@ifae.es
† Corresponding author: csanchez@ifae.es
it measures the cross correlation between galaxy and
matter densities. The measurements have many appli-
cations, ranging from constraining halo mass profiles
[4] to estimating the large-scale bias of a given galaxy
population to obtaining cosmological constraints [5–9].
Recent surveys such as CFHTLenS [10, 11] have pre-
sented measurements on galaxy-galaxy lensing [12–14].
Similarly, measurements from KiDS [15, 16] have also
studied the galaxy-mass connection using galaxy-galaxy
lensing [17–19]. The galaxy-mass connection has also
been studied in [20, 21] and by [22] at high redshift.
In this paper we present measurements and extensive
tests of the tomographic galaxy-galaxy lensing signal
from Year 1 data of the Dark Energy Survey (DES).
DES is an ongoing wide-field multi-band imaging sur-
vey that will cover 5000 sq. deg. of the Southern sky over
five years. Our goals are to present the measurements
of galaxy-galaxy lensing with DES, carry out a series of
3null tests of our measurement pipeline and the data, and
carry out related analyses of the lensing and photomet-
ric redshift (photo-z) performance that are critical for
the Y1 cosmological analysis [23]. We use five redshift
bins for the lens galaxies and four bins for the source
galaxies. The detailed tests presented here will serve as
a foundation for future work relying on galaxy-galaxy
lensing measurements, such as Halo Occupation Dis-
tribution (HOD) analyses [24, 25]. The galaxy-galaxy
lensing studies with the DES Science Verification (SV)
data serve as precursors to this paper [8, 26–28].
The lens galaxy sample used is the red-sequence
Matched-filter Galaxy Catalog (redMaGiC, [29]), which
is a catalog of photometrically selected luminous red
galaxies (LRGs). The redMaGiC algorithm uses the
redMaPPer-calibrated model for the color of red-
sequence galaxies as a function of magnitude and red-
shift [30, 31]. This algorithm constructs a galaxy sample
with far more reliable redshift estimates than is achiev-
able for a typical galaxy in DES.
For the source galaxy redshifts, we rely on less well-
constrained photo-z estimates, calibrated in two inde-
pendent ways [32–34]. In this paper, we use the ex-
pected behavior of the galaxy-galaxy lensing signal with
the distance to source galaxies (the shear-ratio test)
to validate the photo-z estimates and calibration. The
scaling of the galaxy-galaxy lensing signal with source
redshift for a given lens bin is mostly driven by the ge-
ometry of the lens-source configuration, with cosmology
dependence being subdominant to potential biases in
the redshift estimation of the galaxies involved. There-
fore, such measurements provide useful constraints on
the redshift distribution of source galaxies, which we
then compare to findings by independent studies.
The DES Y1 cosmological analysis [23] relies on the
assumption that the cross-correlation coefficient be-
tween galaxies and matter is unity on the scales used for
this analysis. In this work we provide validation for this
assumption by showing the linear galaxy bias estimates
from galaxy-galaxy lensing to be consistent with those
obtained from galaxy clustering using the same galaxy
sample [35].
The plan of the paper is as follows. In Section II, we
present the modelling. Section III describes our data,
including basic details of DES, descriptions of the lens
galaxy sample, pipelines for source galaxy shape mea-
surements, and the photometric redshift estimation of
lens and source galaxies. We also describe a set of log-
normal simulations used for tests of the measurement
methodology. The details of the measurement and co-
variance estimation, together with our galaxy-galaxy
lensing measurements, are presented in Section IV.
Tests of potential systematic effects on the measure-
ment are shown in Section V. Section VI presents the
use of tomographic galaxy-galaxy lensing to test the
photo-z’s of source galaxies. Finally, in Section VII we
compare the galaxy bias estimates from galaxy-galaxy
lensing to those obtained using the angular clustering
of galaxies [35], and we conclude in Section VIII.
II. THEORY
Galaxy-galaxy lensing is the measurement of the tan-
gential shear of background (source) galaxies around
foreground (lens) galaxies (see [36] for a review). The
amplitude of distortion in the shapes of source galax-
ies is correlated with the amount of mass that causes
passing light rays to bend. Assuming that lens galax-
ies trace the mass distribution following a simple linear
biasing model (δg = b δm), the galaxy-matter power
spectrum relates to the matter power spectrum by a
single multiplicative bias factor. In this case, the tan-
gential shear of background galaxies in redshift bin j
around foreground galaxy positions in redshift bin i at
an angular separation θ can be written as the following
integral over the matter power spectrum Pδδ:
γijt (θ) = b
i 3
2
Ωm
(
H0
c
)2 ∫
d`
2pi
` J2(θ`)×
×
∫
dz
[
gj(z)nil(z)
a(z)χ(z)
Pδδ
(
k =
`
χ(z)
, χ(z)
)]
, (1)
where we are assuming bi(z) = bi within a lens redshift
bin, J2 is the second order Bessel function, l is the mul-
tipole moment, k is the 3D wavenumber, a is the scale
factor, χ is the comoving distance to redshift z, nil(z) is
the redshift distribution of foreground (lens) galaxies in
bin i and gj(z) is the lensing efficiency for background
galaxies in bin j, computed as
gj(z) =
∫ ∞
z
dz′ njs(z
′)
χ(z′)− χ(z)
χ(z′)
, (2)
where njs(z) is the corresponding redshift distribution of
background (source) galaxies in bin j. The tangential
shear in Eq. (1) depends on the cosmological parame-
ters not only through the explicit dependencies but also
through the matter power spectrum Pδδ. Nonetheless,
the dependence on the cosmological parameters is heav-
ily degenerate with the galaxy bias of the lens galaxy
population, bi.
It is also useful to express the tangential shear in
terms of the excess surface mass density ∆Σ, where the
geometrical dependence of the lensing signal becomes
more evident. Assuming an axisymmetric mass density
profile, such expression reads:
γt =
∆Σ
Σcrit
, (3)
where the lensing strength Σ−1crit is a geometrical factor
that depends on the angular diameter distance to the
lens Dl, the source Ds and the relative distance between
them Dls:
Σ−1crit(zl, zs) =
4piG
c2
DlsDl
Ds
, (4)
with Σ−1crit(zl, zs) = 0 for zs < zl, and where zl and zs
are the lens and source galaxy redshifts, respectively.
Since the redshift distributions of our lens and source
samples, nl(z), ns(z) respectively, have a non-negligible
width and even overlap, we take this into account by
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FIG. 1. (Top panel): Redshift distributions of redMaGiC
lens galaxies divided in tomographic bins (colors) and for
the combination of all of them (black). The n(z)’s are ob-
tained stacking individual Gaussian distributions for each
galaxy. (Bottom panel): The same, but for our two weak
lensing source samples, Metacalibration and im3shape,
using the BPZ photometric redshift code.
defining an effective Σ−1crit integrating over the corre-
sponding redshift distributions. For a given lens bin
i and source bin j, this has the following form:
Σ−1 i,jcrit,eff =
∫ ∫
dzldzs n
i
l(zl)n
j
s(zs) Σ
−1
crit(zl, zs). (5)
We need to assume a certain cosmology (flat ΛCDM
with Ωm = 0.3) when calculating the angular diameter
distances in Σ−1crit. The results presented in this anal-
ysis depend only weakly on this choice of cosmology,
as we will further discuss in the relevant sections (see
Sec. VI).
III. DATA AND SIMULATIONS
The Dark Energy Survey is a photometric survey that
will cover about one quarter of the southern sky (5000
sq. deg.) to a depth of r > 24, imaging about 300
million galaxies in 5 broadband filters (grizY ) up to
redshift z = 1.4 [37, 38]. In this work we use data from
a large contiguous region of 1321 sq. deg. of DES Year 1
observations which overlaps with the South Pole Tele-
scope footprint −60 deg. < δ < −40 deg. and reaches a
limiting magnitude of ≈ 23 in the r-band (with a mean
of 3 exposures out of the planned 10 for the full survey).
Y1 images were taken between 31 Aug 2013 and 9 Feb
2014.
A. Lens sample: redMaGiC
The lens galaxy sample used in this work is a subset
of the DES Y1 Gold Catalog [39] selected by redMaGiC
[29], which is an algorithm designed to define a sample
of luminous red galaxies (LRGs) with minimal photo-z
uncertainties. It selects galaxies above some luminosity
threshold based on how well they fit a red sequence tem-
plate, calibrated using redMaPPer [30, 31] and a sub-
set of galaxies with spectroscopically verified redshifts.
The cutoff in the goodness of fit to the red sequence
is imposed as a function of redshift and adjusted such
that a constant comoving number density of galaxies is
maintained. The redMaGiC photo-z’s show excellent
performance, with a scatter of σz/(1 + z) = 0.0166 [35].
Furthermore, their errors are very well characterized
and approximately Gaussian, enabling the redshift dis-
tribution of a sample, n(z), to be obtained by stacking
each galaxy’s Gaussian redshift probability distribution
function (see [29] for more details).
The sample used in this work is a combination of
three redMaGiC galaxy samples, each of them defined
to be complete down to a given luminosity thresh-
old Lmin. We split the lens sample into five equally-
spaced tomographic redshift bins between z = 0.15 and
z = 0.9, with the three lower redshift bins using the
lowest luminosity threshold of Lmin = 0.5L? (named
High Density sample) and the two highest redshift bins
using higher luminosity thresholds of Lmin = 1.0L? and
Lmin = 1.5L
? (named High Luminosity and Higher
Luminosity samples, respectively). Using the stack-
ing procedure mentioned above, redshift distributions
are obtained and shown in Fig. 1. Furthermore, red-
MaGiC samples have been produced with two different
photometric reduction techniques, MAG_AUTO and Multi-
object fitting photometry (MOF), both described in [39].
We follow the analysis of [35] and we use MAG_AUTO pho-
tometry for the three lower redshift bins and MOF pho-
tometry for the rest, as it was found in [35] that this
combination was optimal in minimizing systematic ef-
fects that introduce spurious angular galaxy clustering.
B. Source samples: Metacalibration and
im3shape
Metacalibration [40, 41] is a recently developed
method to accurately measure weak lensing shear using
only the available imaging data, without need for prior
information about galaxy properties or calibration from
simulations. The method involves distorting the image
with a small known shear, and calculating the response
of a shear estimator to that applied shear. This new
technique can be applied to any shear estimation code
provided it fulfills certain requirements. For this work,
it has been applied to the ngmix shear pipeline [42],
which fits a Gaussian model simultaneously in the riz
bands to measure the ellipticities of the galaxies. The
details of this implementation can be found in [43]. We
will refer to the ngmix shear catalog calibrated using
that procedure as Metacalibration.
im3shape is based on the algorithm by [44], modi-
fied according to [45] and [43]. It performs a maximum
likelihood fit using a bulge-or-disk galaxy model to esti-
mate the ellipticity of a galaxy, i.e. it fits de Vaucouleurs
bulge and exponential disk components to galaxy im-
ages in the r band, with shear biases calibrated from
realistic simulations [43, 46].
5Due to conservative cuts on measured galaxy proper-
ties, e. g. signal-to-noise ratio and size, that have been
applied to both Metacalibration and im3shape, the
number of galaxies comprised in each shear catalog is
significantly reduced compared to that of the full Y1
Gold catalog. Still, the number of source galaxies is
unprecedented for an analysis of this kind. Metacali-
bration consists of 35 million galaxy shape estimates,
of which 26 are used in the cosmological analysis due
to redshift and area cuts, and im3shape is composed
of 22 million galaxies, of which 18 are used for cosmol-
ogy. The fiducial results in this paper, for instance in
Sec. VI and Sec. VII, utilize Metacalibration due to
the higher number of galaxies included the catalog.
C. Photometric redshifts for the source sample
Galaxy redshifts in DES are estimated from griz
multiband photometry. The performance and accuracy
of these estimates was extensively tested with Science
Verfication (SV) data, using a variety of photometric
redshift algorithms and matched spectroscopy from dif-
ferent surveys [47, 48].
The fiducial photometric redshifts used in this work
are estimated with a modified version of the Bayesian
Photometric Redshifts (BPZ) code [32, 49]. BPZ de-
fines the mapping between color and redshift by drawing
upon physical knowledge of stellar population models,
galaxy evolution and empirical spectral energy distri-
butions of galaxies at a range of redshifts.
Such photo-z’s are used to split our source samples
into four tomographic bins by the mean of the estimated
individual redshift probability density functions (p(z))
between z = 0.2 and z = 1.3. For Metacalibration
in particular, where potential selection biases need to
be corrected for (cf. section IVA1), this is done using
photo-z estimates based on Metacalibration mea-
surements of multiband fluxes. For both shear cata-
logs, the corresponding redshift distributions come from
stacking random draws from the p(z) and are shown in
Fig. 1. Details of this procedure are described in section
3.3 of [32].
The photo-z calibration procedure we follow in Y1
is no longer based on spectroscopic data, since exist-
ing spectroscopic surveys are not sufficiently complete
over the magnitude range of the DES Y1 source galax-
ies. Instead, we rely on complementary comparisons to
1) matched COSMOS high-precision photometric red-
shifts and 2) constraints on our redshift distributions
from DES galaxy clustering cross-correlations. We re-
fer the reader to the four dedicated redshift papers [32–
34, 50]. In addition, in this work we will provide further
independent validation of their calibration, using weak
gravitational lensing (Sec. VI).
D. Lognormal simulations
Lognormal models of cosmological fields, such as mat-
ter density and cosmic shear, have been shown to ac-
curately describe two-point statistics such as galaxy-
galaxy lensing on sufficiently large scales. Furthermore,
the production of lognormal mock catalogs that repro-
duce properties of our sample is significantly less de-
manding in terms of computational expenses than N -
body simulations such as those detailed in [51]. One of
the first descriptions of lognormal fields in cosmological
analyses was outlined in [52]. The assumption of log-
normality for these cosmological fields has shown good
agreement with N -body simulations and real data up to
nonlinear scales [53–55]. Thus, lognormal mock simula-
tions provide a way to assess properties of the galaxy-
galaxy lensing covariance matrix that are particularly
dependent on the number of simulations produced, due
to their low-cost nature of production.
We use the publicly available code FLASK1 [56], to
generate galaxy position and convergence fields consis-
tent with our lens and source samples, and produce 150
full-sky shear and density mock catalogs. The maps are
pixelated on a HEALPix grid with resolution set by
an Nside parameter of 4096. At this Nside, the typi-
cal pixel area is 0.73 arcmin2 and the maximum mul-
tipoles resolved for clustering and shear are ` = 8192
and ` = 4096, respectively. We mask out regions of
the grid to then produce eight DES Y1 footprints for
a given full-sky mock. This produces a total of 1200
mock surveys that mimic our sample.
To correctly capture the covariance properties of this
sample, such as shot noise, we match the number den-
sity of the mock tomographic bins to those of the data.
We add noise properties to the shear fields according
to the same procedure detailed in [57]. Galaxy bias is
introduced in the lens samples through the input an-
gular auto and cross power spectra between bins, and
is also chosen to approximately match the data. The
tracer density fields are subsequently Poisson sampled
to yield discrete galaxy positions.
IV. MEASUREMENT AND COVARIANCE
A. Measurement methodology
Here we describe the details of the tangential shear
measurement 〈γt〉. Similarly, we can measure the cross-
component of the shear 〈γ×〉, which is a useful test of
possible systematic errors in the measurement as it is
not produced by gravitational lensing. For a given lens-
source galaxy pair j we define the tangential (et) and
cross (e×) components of the ellipticity of the source
galaxy as
et,j = −Re
[
eje−2iφj
]
, e×,j = −Im
[
eje−2iφj
]
,
(6)
where ej = e1,j + i e2,j , with e1,j and e2,j being the
two components of the ellipticity of the source galaxy
measured with respect to a Cartesian coordinate sys-
tem centered on the lens, and φj being the position
angle of the source galaxy with respect to the horizon-
tal axis of the Cartesian coordinate system. Assuming
the intrinsic ellipticities of individual source galaxies are
1 http://www.astro.iag.usp.br/∼flask/
6randomly aligned, we can obtain the mean weak lensing
shear
〈
γt/×
〉
averaging the ellipticity measurements for
each component over many such lens-source pairs. How-
ever, note that the assumption of random galaxy orien-
tations is broken by intrinsic galaxy alignments (IA),
which lead to non-lensing shape correlations (e.g. [58]),
which are included in the modelling of the combined
probes cosmology analysis [23]). Then:
〈γα (θ)〉 =
∑
j ωjeα,j∑
j ωj
, (7)
where θ is the angular separation, α = t or × de-
notes the two possible components of the shear and
wj = wl ws we is a weight associated with each lens-
source pair, which will depend on the lens (wl, see VD),
on the source weight assigned by the shear catalog (ws,
see IVA1 & IVA2) and on a weight assigned by the
estimator (we, see App. A). These estimates need to be
corrected for shear responsivity (in the case of Meta-
calibration shears, IVA1) or multiplicative and ad-
ditive bias (in the case of im3shape, IVA2). Also note
that in this work we = 1 because we are using the γt es-
timator, which weights all sources uniformly. Another
option would be to choose an optimal weighting scheme
that takes into account the redshift estimate of the
source galaxies to maximize the lensing efficiency, as it
is the case of the ∆Σ estimator. In the context of a cos-
mological analysis combining galaxy-galaxy lensing and
cosmic shear, using uniform weighting for the sources
has the considerable advantage that nuisance parame-
ters describing the systematic uncertainty of shear and
redshift estimates of the sources are the same for both
probes. In Appendix A, we find the increase in signal-
to-noise ratio due to the optimal weighting scheme to
be small given the photo-z precision of source galaxies
in DES, and hence we use the γt estimator in this work
to minimize the number of nuisance parameters in the
DES Y1 cosmological analysis [23].
In all measurements in this work, we grouped the
galaxy pairs in 20 log-spaced angular separation bins
between 2.5 and 250 arcmin. We use TreeCorr2 [59] to
compute all galaxy-galaxy lensing measurements in this
work.
One advantage of galaxy-shear cross-correlation over
shear-shear correlations is that additive shear systemat-
ics (with constant γ1 or γ2) average to zero in the tan-
gential coordinate system. However, this cancellation
only occurs when sources are distributed isotropically
around the lens and additive shear is spatially constant,
two assumptions that are not accurate in practice, espe-
cially near the survey edge or in heavily masked regions,
where there is a lack of symmetry on the source distri-
bution around the lens. To remove additive systematics
robustly, we also measure the tangential shear around
random points: such points have no net lensing signal
(see Sec. VA), yet they sample the survey edge and
masked regions in the same way as the lenses. Our full
estimator of tangential shear can then be written as:
〈γα(θ)〉 = 〈γα(θ)Lens〉 − 〈γα(θ)Random〉 . (8)
2 https://github.com/rmjarvis/TreeCorr
Besides accounting for additive shear systematics, re-
moving the measurement around random points from
the measurement around the lenses has other benefits,
such as leading to a significant decrease of the uncer-
tainty on large scales, as was studied in detail in [60].
We further discuss the implications the random point
subtraction has on our measurement and covariance in
App. B.
1. Metacalibration responses
In the Metacalibration shear catalog [40, 41, 43],
shears are calibrated using the measured response of the
shear estimator to shear, which is usually the ellipticity
e = (e1, e2). Expanding this estimator in a Taylor series
about zero shear
e = e|γ=0 +
∂e
∂γ
∣∣∣∣
γ=0
γ + ...
≡ e|γ=0 +Rγγ + ... ,
(9)
we can define the shear responseRγ , which can be mea-
sured for each galaxy by artificially shearing the images
and remeasuring the ellipticity:
Rγ,i,j =
e+i − e−i
∆γj
, (10)
where e+i , e
−
i are the measurements made on an image
sheared by +γj and −γj , respectively, and ∆γj = 2γj .
In the Y1 Metacalibration catalog, γj = 0.01. If
the estimator e is unbiased, the mean response matrix
〈Rγ,i,j〉 will be equal to the identity matrix.
Then, averaging Eq. (9) over a sample of galaxies
and assuming the intrinsic ellipticities of galaxies are
randomly oriented, we can express the mean shear as:
〈γ〉 ≈ 〈Rγ〉−1 〈e〉 (11)
It is important to note that any shear statistic will be
effectively weighted by the same responses. Therefore,
such weighting needs to be included when averaging
over quantities associated with the source sample, for
instance when estimating redshift distributions (cf. [32],
their section 3.3). We are including these weights in all
the redshift distributions measured on Metacalibra-
tion used in this work.
Besides the shear response correction described
above, in the Metacalibration framework, when
making a selection on the original catalog using a quan-
tity that could modify the distribution of ellipticities,
for instance a cut in S/N, it is possible to correct for
selection effects. In this work, we are taking this into ac-
count when cutting on S/N and size (used in Sec. VC to
test for systematics effects) and in BPZ photo-z’s (used
to construct the source redshift tomographic bins). This
is performed by measuring the mean response of the
estimator to the selection, repeating the selections on
quantities measured on sheared images. Following on
the example of the mean shear, the mean selection re-
sponse matrix 〈RS〉 is
〈RS,i,j〉 = 〈ei〉
S+ − 〈ei〉S−
∆γj
, (12)
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FIG. 2. Tangential shear measurements for Metacalibration and im3shape together with the best-fit theory lines from
the DES Y1 multiprobe cosmological analysis [23]. Scales discarded for the cosmological analysis, smaller than 12h−1Mpc
in comoving distance, but which are used for the shear-ratio test, are shown as shaded regions. Unfilled points correspond
to negative values in the tangential shear measurement, which are mostly present in the lens-source combinations with
low signal-to-noise due to the lenses being at higher redshift than the majority of sources. HiDens, HiLum and HigherLum
correspond to the three redmagic samples (High Density, High Luminosity and Higher Luminosity) described in Sec. III A
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8where 〈ei〉S+ represents the mean of ellipticities mea-
sured on images without applied shearing in component
j, but with selection based on parameters from posi-
tively sheared images. 〈ei〉S− is the analogue quantity
for negatively sheared images. In the absence of selec-
tion biases, 〈RS〉 would be zero. Otherwise, the full
response is given by the sum of the shear and selection
response:
〈R〉 = 〈Rγ〉+ 〈RS〉 . (13)
The application of the response corrections depends on
the shear statistic that is being calibrated; a generic cor-
rection for the two point functions, including the tan-
gential shear, which is our particular case of interest, is
derived in [41]. In this work we make use of two ap-
proximations that significantly simplify the calculation
of the shear responses. First, in principle we should
take the average in Eq. (13) over the sources used in
each bin of θ, but we find no significant variation with
θ and use a constant value (see App. C). Therefore, the
correction to the tangential shear becomes just the av-
erage response over the ensemble. Second, we assume
the correction to be independent of the relative orienta-
tion of galaxies, so that we do not rotate the response
matrix as we do with the shears in Eq. (6). Overall, our
simplified estimator of the tangential shear for Meta-
calibration, which replaces the previous expression
from Eq. (7) is:
〈γt,mcal〉 = 1〈Rγ〉+ 〈RS〉
∑
j ωl,j et,j∑
j ωl,j
, (14)
summing over lens-source or random-source pairs j and
where ωl,j are the weights associated with the lenses.
The measured selection effects due to sample selec-
tion and photo-z binning for each tomographic bin are
0.0072, 0.014, 0.0098 and 0.014, which represent 0.99%,
2.1%, 1.5% and 2.4% of the total response in each bin.
2. im3shape calibration
For the im3shape shear catalog, additive and multi-
plicative corrections need to be implemented in the fol-
lowing manner, replacing the previous expression from
Eq. (7) [43]:
〈γt,im3shape〉 =
∑
j ωl,j ωs,j et,j∑
j ωl,j ωs,j (1 +mj)
, (15)
summing over lens-source or random-source pairs j,
where mj is the multiplicative correction and the ad-
ditive correction cj has to be applied to the Cartesian
components of the ellipticity, before the rotation to the
tangential component, defined in Eq. (6), has been per-
formed. ωl,j are the weights associated with the lenses
and ωs,j the ones associated with the im3shape catalog.
From here on, we will refer to the mean tangential
shear 〈γt〉 as γt for simplicity.
B. Measurement results
We present the DES Y1 galaxy-galaxy lensing mea-
surements in Fig. 2. The total detection significance
using all angular scales for the fiducial Metacalibra-
tion catalog corresponds to S/N3 = 73. A series of
companion papers present other two-point functions of
galaxies and shear on the same data sample, as well as
the associated cosmological parameter constraints from
the combination of all these two-point function mea-
surements [23, 35, 57]. The shaded regions from this
figure correspond to scales that are excluded in the mul-
tiprobe cosmological analysis, i.e., scales smaller than
12h−1Mpc in comoving distance for the galaxy-galaxy
lensing observable [61]. In the top panel we present the
measurements for the Metacalibration shear cata-
log, and for im3shape in the bottom panel. Note that
the measurements from the two shear catalogs cannot
be directly compared, since their populations and thus
their corresponding redshift distributions differ. For
each of the five lens redshift bins, we measure the tan-
gential shear for four tomographic source bins, which
result in 20 lens-source redshift bin combinations. The
relative strength of the galaxy-galaxy lensing signal for
a given lens bin depends on the geometry of the lens-
source configuration. This feature is exploited in the
shear-ratio test, presented in Sec. VI, where we con-
strain the mean of the source redshift distributions us-
ing the small scales that are not used in the cosmological
analysis (shaded in Fig 2).
C. Covariance matrix validation
Galaxy-galaxy lensing measurements are generally
correlated across angular bins. The correct estimation
of the covariance matrix is crucial not only in the us-
age of these measurements for cosmological studies but
also in the assessment of potential systematic effects
that may contaminate the signal. While a validated
halo-model covariance is used for the DES Y1 multi-
probe cosmological analysis [61], in this work we use
jackknife (JK) covariance matrices given the require-
ments of some systematics tests performed here, such
as splits in area, size or S/N. A set of 1200 lognormal
simulations, described in Section IIID, is used to val-
idate the jackknife approach in the estimation of the
galaxy-galaxy lensing covariances. We estimate the JK
covariance using the following expression:
CJKij (γi, γj) =
NJK − 1
NJK
NJK∑
k=1
(
γki − γi
) (
γkj − γj
)
,
(16)
where the complete sample is split into a total of NJK
regions, γi represents either γt(θi) or γ×(θi), γki denotes
3 Signal-to-noise is computed here as in [57], S/N =
(γdatat C
−1γmodelt )/(
√
γdatat C
−1γmodelt ), where C and γmodelt
are the covariance matrix and the best-fit models for galaxy-
galaxy lensing measurements in the DES Y1 cosmological anal-
ysis [23].
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FIG. 3. Correlation matrices obtained from the jackknife method on the data (top-left panel), from the mean of jackknife
covariances using 100 FLASK realizations (top-middle panel) and from the 1200 lognormal simulations FLASK (top-right
panel), for an example redshift bin (0.3 < zl < 0.45 and 0.63 < zs < 0.90). In the bottom-middle and bottom-right
panels, we show the differences between the covariance matrices shown in the upper panels normalized by the uncertainty
on the difference, for the same example redshift bin. On the bottom-left panel, we display the normalized histograms of
these differences (20 × 20 for each covariance, corresponding to 20 angular bins) for all the 5 × 4 lens-source redshift bin
combinations, compared to a Gaussian distribution centered at zero with a width of one.
the measurement from the kth realization and the ith
angular bin, and γi is the mean of NJK resamplings.
Jackknife regions are obtained using the kmeans al-
gorithm4 run on a homogeneous random point cata-
log with the same survey geometry and, then, all fore-
ground catalogs (lenses and random points) are split
in NJK = 100 subsamples. Specifically, kmeans is a
clustering algorithm that subdivides n objects into N
groups (see Appendix B in [62] for further details).
In the upper panels of Fig. 3 we present the different
covariance estimates considered in this work, namely
the jackknife covariance in the data (Data JK), the
mean of 100 jackknife covariances measured on the log-
normal simulations (FLASK JK) and the true covariance
from 1200 lognormal simulations (FLASK True), for a
given lens-source redshift bin combination (0.3 < zl <
0.45 and 0.63 < zs < 0.90). On the lower panels of this
figure, we show the differences between them normal-
ized by the corresponding uncertainty. The lower left
panel shows the distribution of these differences and
its agreement with a normal distribution with µ = 0
and σ = 1, as expected from a pure noise contribu-
tion, using all possible lens-source bin combinations,
and the lower middle and right panels show the same
4 https://github.com/esheldon/kmeans_radec
quantity element-by-element for the redshift bin com-
bination used in the upper panels. The uncertainty on
the data jackknife covariance comes from the standard
deviation of the jackknife covariances measured on 100
lognormal simulations. The uncertainties on the two
other covariance estimates are significantly smaller; in
the mean of 100 jackknife covariances it is
√
N times
smaller, where N = 100 in our case. On the other
hand, the uncertainty on each element of the true co-
variance from 1200 lognormal simulations is calculated
using (∆Cij)2 = (CiiCjj + CijCij)/(N − 1), where
N = 1200 in our case. The lower left panel shows
an overall good agreement between the covariance es-
timates, even though the larger tail of the orange his-
togram with respect to a normal distribution indicates
a potential slight overestimation of the covariance ob-
tained with the jackknife method.
In Fig. 4 we compare the diagonal elements of the
covariance for the 20 lens-source redshift bin combina-
tions, obtaining good agreement for all cases and scales.
As in Fig. 3, the uncertainty on the data jackknife co-
variance comes from the standard deviation of the jack-
knife covariances measured on 100 lognormal simula-
tions. The uncertainties on the two other error esti-
mates are also shown on the plot, but are of the same
order or smaller than the width of the lines.
Overall, we have validated the implementation of the
jackknife method on the data by comparing this co-
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FIG. 4. Comparison of the diagonal elements of the covariance obtained from the jackknife method on the data (Data JK),
from the mean of jackknife covariances using 100 FLASK realizations (FLASK JK) and from the 1200 lognormal simulations
FLASK (FLASK True), for all the lens-source combinations.
variance to the application of the same method on 100
lognormal simulations and to the true covariance ob-
tained from 1200 lognormal simulations, and finding
good agreement among them, both for the diagonal and
off-diagonal elements.
V. DATA SYSTEMATICS TESTS
In order to fully exploit the power of weak gravita-
tional lensing, we need to measure the shapes of millions
of tiny, faint galaxies to exceptional accuracy, and pos-
sible biases may arise from observational, hardware and
software systematic effects. Fortunately, weak lensing
provides us with observables that are very sensitive to
cosmology and the physical properties of the objects
involved but also with others for which we expect no
cosmological signal. By measuring such observables,
we can characterize and correct for systematic effects
in the data. In this section, we perform a series of tests
that should produce a null signal when applied to true
gravitational shear, but whose non-zero measurement,
if significant, would be an indication of systematic er-
rors leaking into the galaxy-galaxy lensing observable.
A. Cross-component
The mean cross-component of the shear γ×, which is
rotated 45 degrees with respect to the tangential shear
and is defined in Eq. (6), should be compatible with zero
if the shear is only produced by gravitational lensing,
since the tangential shear captures all the galaxy-galaxy
lensing signal. Note that the cross-component would
also be null in the presence of a systematic error that is
invariant under parity.
In the top panel of Fig. 5 we show the resulting
cross-shear measured around redMaGiC lenses (includ-
ing random point subtraction) for one lens-source red-
shift bin combination and for both shear catalogs. In
the bottom panel we display the null χ2 histogram
coming from all 5 × 4 lens-source γ× measurements,
computed using the jackknife covariance for the cross-
component, described and validated in Sec. IVC. To
compute the null χ2, i.e. χ2null = γ
T
× C
−1 γ×, we need
an estimate of the inverse of the covariance matrix,
but since jackknife covariance matrices contain a non-
negligible level of noise, we need to correct for the fact
that the inverse of an unbiased but noisy estimate of the
covariance matrix is not an unbiased estimator of the
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FIG. 5. (Top panel): Cross-component of the galaxy-galaxy
lensing signal with random points subtraction for one lens-
source redshift bin combination. (Bottom panel): The null
χ2 histogram from all 5 × 4 lens-source redshift bins com-
binations computed with the jackknife covariance corrected
with the Hartlap factor [63], compared to the χ2 distribu-
tion with 20 degrees of freedom corresponding to 20 angular
bins. We find the cross-component to be consistent with
zero.
inverse of the covariance matrix [63]. Thus, we apply
the Hartlap correcting factor (NJK − p− 2)/(NJK − 1)
to the inverse covariance, where NJK is the number of
jackknife regions and p the number of angular bins. Our
results indicate the cross-component is consistent with
zero.
B. Impact of PSF residuals
The estimation of source galaxy shapes involves mod-
eling them convolved with the PSF pattern, which de-
pends on the atmosphere and the telescope optics and
which we characterize using stars in our sample. Next,
we test the impact of residuals in the PSF modeling on
the galaxy-galaxy lensing estimator, and we compare
the size of this error to the actual cosmological signal.
Explicitly, the PSF residuals are the differences be-
tween the measured shape of the stars and the PSFEx
model [43, 64] at those same locations. In Fig. 6 we
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FIG. 6. PSF residuals for PSFEx model, using a single non-
tomographic lens bin, including random-point subtraction.
It is consistent with a null measurement and much smaller
than the signal.
show the measured mean of the tangential component
of the PSF residuals around redMaGiC galaxies, includ-
ing the subtraction of the same quantity around random
points, in the same manner as for the tangential shear
signal. We find it is consistent with zero, and also much
smaller than the signal (cf. Figure 2).
C. Size and S/N splits
Potential biases in shape measurements are likely to
be more important for galaxies which are either small
or detected at low signal-to-noise (S/N). Even though
the shape measurement codes utilized in this work are
calibrated in a way such that these effects are taken into
account, it is important to test for any residual biases
in that calibration. In order to perform such a test,
we split the source galaxy samples in halves of either
low or high size or S/N, and examine the differences
between the galaxy-galaxy lensing measurements using
the different halves of the source galaxy samples. For
this test, we use the lower redshift lens bin to mini-
mize the overlap in redshift with the source samples.
The sources are all combined into a single bin, to maxi-
mize the sensitivity to potential differences between the
halves.
In order to estimate the size of galaxies, for Meta-
calibration we use round measure of size (T_r), and
for im3shape we use the Rgpp/Rp size parameter, both
defined in [45]. We estimate the S/N of galaxies us-
ing the round measure of S/N for Metacalibration,
(s2n_r), and the snr quantity for im3shape, both de-
fined in [45]. Splitting the source galaxy samples in
halves of low and high galaxy S/N or size, we measure
the corresponding galaxy-galaxy lensing signals, and we
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check their consistency.
Since these quantities can correlate with redshift, dif-
ferences can arise in the redshift distributions between
the halves of S/N and size splits, as seen in the up-
per panels of Fig. 7. When comparing the tangential
shear signals of each half of the split, we therefore need
to account for the differences in the lensing efficiency
given by the two redshift distributions. We do this in
the following way. From Eq. (3), the ratio between the
tangential shear measurements for each half of the split
in the absence of systematics effects is
γ
l,shigh
t
γl,slowt
=
Σ
−1 l,shigh
crit,eff
Σ−1 l,slowcrit,eff
, (17)
since γl,shight and γ
l,slow
t share the same lens sample and
thus the same ∆Σ. Σ−1crit,eff , defined in Eq. (5), is a
double integral over the lens and source redshift distri-
butions and the geometrical factor Σ−1crit, which depends
on the distance to the lenses, the sources and the rel-
ative distance between them. Then, to check the con-
sistency between the tangential shear measurements for
each half of the source split we will compare the ratio
between them to the ratio between the corresponding
Σ−1crit,eff ’s.
Then, the validity of this test to flag potential bi-
ases in shape measurements related to S/N and size is
linked to an accurate characterization of the redshift
distributions. The ensemble redshift distributions are
estimated by stacking the redshift probability density
functions of individual galaxies in each split, as given
by the BPZ photo-z code. As described in [32] and a
series of companion papers [33, 34, 50] we do not rely
on these estimated redshift distributions to be accu-
rate, but rather calibrate their expectation values using
two independent methods: a matched sample with high-
precision photometric redshifts from COSMOS, and the
clustering of lensing sources with redMaGiC galaxies of
well-constrained redshift. These offsets to the BPZ es-
timate of the ensemble mean redshift, however, could
well be different for the two halves of each of the splits.
To estimate these calibration differences between the
subsamples, we repeat the COSMOS calibration of the
redshift distributions (see [32] for details), splitting the
matched COSMOS samples by Metacalibration size
and signal-to-noise ratio at the same thresholds as in
our data. We find that the shifts required to match
the mean redshifts of the subsamples with the mean
redshifts of the matched COSMOS galaxies are different
by up to |∆(∆z)| = 0.035 for the overall source sample.
In the upper panels of Fig. 7, the mean values of
the redshift distributions have been corrected using the
results found in the analysis described above, and these
corrected n(z)’s are the ones that have been used in the
calculation of Σ−1crit,eff in Eq. (17). The ratio of Σ
−1
crit,eff ’s
is shown in the lower panels of Fig. 7 and its uncertainty
comes from the propagation of the error in the mean
of the source redshift distributions for each half of the
split, i.e.
√
2 times the non-tomographic uncertainty as
estimated in [32] using COSMOS.
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Regarding the left-hand side of Eq. (17), to avoid in-
ducing biases from taking the ratio between two noisy
quantities, we fit an amplitude for each half of the split
to a smooth tangential shear measurement that we ob-
tain from the mean of tangential shear measurements
on 100 independent log-normal simulations. Then, we
take the ratio between the amplitudes fitted for each
half of the split. We repeat this procedure for each
data jackknife resampling, obtaining a ratio for each of
those, whose mean and standard deviation are shown
in the lower panels of Fig. 7 (points), compared to the
ratio of Σ−1crit,eff ’s (boxes).
Given the uncertainties in both the measurements
and the photometric redshift distributions presented
in Fig. 7, we find no significant evidence of a differ-
ence in the galaxy-galaxy lensing signal when splitting
theMetacalibration or im3shape source samples by
size or S/N. Specifically, we find a 1.6σ (0.24σ) differ-
ence for the Metacalibration (im3shape) S/N split
and a 0.90σ (1.3σ) difference for the Metacalibra-
tion (im3shape) size split.
D. Impact of observing conditions
Time-dependent observing conditions are intrinsic to
photometric surveys, and they may impact the derived
galaxy catalogs, for instance, introducing galaxy den-
sity variations across the survey footprint. In this sec-
tion we test for potential biases in the galaxy-galaxy
lensing measurements due to these differences in ob-
serving conditions and their effect in the survey galaxy
density. We use projected HEALPix [65] sky maps (with
resolution Nside = 4096) in the r band for the following
quantities:
• AIRMASS: Mean airmass, computed as the opti-
cal path length for light from a celestial object
through Earth’s atmosphere (in the secant ap-
proximation), relative to that at the zenith for
the altitude of CTIO.
• FWHM: Mean seeing, i.e., full width at half maxi-
mum of the flux profile.
• MAGLIMIT: Mean magnitude for which galaxies are
detected at S/N = 10.
• SKYBRITE: Mean sky brightness.
More information on these maps can be found in [39]
and [35].
In order to test for potential systematic effects, we
split each map into halves of high and low values of a
given quantity, and measure the galaxy-galaxy lensing
signal in each half. We are using the same configuration
as in the S/N and size splits, i.e. the lower redshift lens
bin and a single non-tomographic source bin between
0.2 < zs < 1.3. In this case, we are splitting both the
lens and the source samples, since the split is performed
in area.
To check the consistency between the measurements
in each half we follow the same approach as for the
S/N and size splits, described in detail in the previous
section, where we take into account the differences in
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FIG. 8. Results for the tests involving area splits in halves of
different observational systematics maps in the r band, with
angular scales used in the cosmology analysis (12h−1Mpc).
We compare the ratio of Σ−1crit,eff (boxes) using the redshift
distributions for each split to the ratio between the ampli-
tudes coming from the fit of the tangential shear measure-
ment for each half to the smooth template derived from the
lognormal simulations (points), following the same proce-
dure as for the S/N and size splits, described in Sec. VC
and shown in Fig. 7.
the redshift distributions of the sources. We find the
correlation between observing conditions and redshift
to be very mild for the source sample, as can be seen
in Fig. 8, where the ratios of Σ−1crit,eff ’s are all compat-
ible with unity. For the lens sample this correlation is
even smaller, consistent with the lens sample contain-
ing brighter and lower-redshift galaxies. The differences
on the mean redshift between the lens redshift distri-
butions of the two halves are of the order of 0.001 or
smaller for all maps, which is negligible for this test, al-
though we have not performed independent calibration
of redshift biases for these split samples.
The results for these area splits are shown in Fig. 8
for Metacalibration and im3shape. In most cases,
the ratio between the measurements on each half of
the splits lie within 1σ of the corresponding ratio of
Σ−1crit,eff ’s, and at slightly more than 1σ in the remaining
cases. Thus, we do not encounter any significant biases
on the galaxy-galaxy lensing signal due to differences in
observing conditions.
The effect of the same variable observing conditions
in the galaxy clustering measurements using the same
DES redMaGiC sample is studied in detail in [35]. In
that analysis, maps which significantly correlate with
galaxy density are first identified, and then a set of
weights is computed and applied to the galaxy sam-
ple so that such dependency is removed, following a
method similar to that presented in [66, 67]. The re-
sulting set of weights from that analysis has been also
used in this work, for consistency in the combination
of two-point correlation functions for the DES Y1 cos-
mological analysis. Nonetheless, the impact of such a
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weighting scheme in the galaxy-galaxy lensing observ-
ables is found to be insignificant, consistent with the
tests presented above in this section and with previous
studies (see [8]).
VI. SHEAR-RATIO TEST
In previous sections we have seen that the variation
of the galaxy-galaxy lensing signal with source redshift
depends solely on the angular diameter distances rela-
tive to foreground and background galaxy populations.
Such dependency was initially proposed as a probe for
dark energy evolution in [68]. The shear-ratio is, how-
ever, a weak function of cosmological parameters, and
more sensitive to errors in the assignment of source or
lens redshifts [16]. Since redshift assignment is a crucial
but difficult aspect of robust cosmological estimate for
a photometric survey like DES, the shear-ratio test is
a valuable cross-check on redshift assignment. In the
context of the DES Y1 cosmological analysis, the usage
of high-quality photometric redshifts for lens galaxies
allows us to put constraints on the mean redshift of
source galaxy distributions.
In this section we present a general method to con-
strain potential shifts on redshift distributions using the
combination of ratios of galaxy-galaxy lensing measure-
ments. First, we present the details of the implementa-
tion, and we test it on lognormal simulations. Then, we
use the galaxy-galaxy lensing measurements shown in
Fig. 2, restricted to angular scales which are not used
in the DES Y1 cosmological analysis, to place indepen-
dent constraints on the mean of the source redshift dis-
tributions shown in the lower panel of Fig. 1. Finally,
we compare our findings with those obtained from a
photometric redshift analysis in the COSMOS field and
from galaxy angular cross-correlations.
The ratio of two galaxy-galaxy lensing measurements
around the same lens bin, hence having equivalent ∆Σ,
can be derived from Eq. (3) and is given by:
γl,sit
γ
l,sj
t
=
Σ−1 l,sicrit,eff
Σ
−1 l,sj
crit,eff
, (18)
where Σ−1crit,eff is the double integral over lens and source
redshift distributions defined in Eq. (4). Therefore, for
two given γt measurements sharing the same lens popu-
lation but using two different source bins, we can predict
their ratio from theory by using the estimated redshift
distributions involved. In addition, we can allow for a
shift in each of those redshift distributions and use the
γt measurements to place constraints on them.
In this section we generalize this approach by includ-
ing all possible combinations of ratios of galaxy-galaxy
lensing measurements sharing a given lens bin, and al-
lowing for independent shifts in their redshift distribu-
tions. With the purpose of providing constraints on
the shifts of redshift distributions which are indepen-
dent of the measurement involved in the fiducial DES
Y1 cosmological analysis, we restrict the galaxy-galaxy
lensing measurements used for this shear-ratio test to
scales smaller than the ones used by the cosmological
analysis but which have still been tested against sys-
tematic effects in this work.
In order to estimate the ratio of galaxy-galaxy lensing
measurements, which can be noisy and thus bias their
ratio, we fit each measurement involved in the ratio,
both around the same lens bin, to a power law fit of the
highest signal-to-noise γt measurement for the same lens
bin. That fixes the shape of the galaxy-galaxy lensing
signal around that lens galaxy sample. Then, fits to
the amplitude of this power law are used to obtain the
shear ratio.
A. Testing the method on simulations
With the purpose of testing our method to estimate
ratios of galaxy-galaxy lensing measurements and our
ability to recover the expected values from theory, we
use the lognormal simulations described in Sec. IIID,
where we know the true lens and source redshift distri-
butions. For that case, we should be able to find good
agreement between measurements and theory, without
the necessity of allowing for any shifts in the redshift
distributions.
Figure 9 shows all the possible ratios of two γt mea-
surements in the FLASK simulations sharing the same
lens bin using the lens-source binning configuration used
throughout this paper (as depicted in Fig. 1), with the
error bars coming from the variance of the 1200 simu-
lations. It also shows the expected values for the ratios
given from theory, using the true corresponding redshift
distributions with no shifts applied. The agreement be-
tween measurements and theory is excellent, demon-
strating that the method described in this section is
able to recover the true values of γt measurements from
theory when the redshift distributions are known.
B. Application to data
Now we turn to data, and utilize this shear-ratio
method to constrain possible biases in the mean of red-
shift distributions. The lens and source redshift bins
considered and their fiducial estimated redshift distri-
butions are depicted in Figure 1. The high-precision
photometric redshifts of the redMaGiC sample ensure
the lens redshift distributions are well known, with po-
tential shifts found to be very small and consistent with
zero in [50], and hence we keep them fixed. On the con-
trary, source galaxies are generally fainter and have a
much larger uncertainty in their redshift distributions.
Therefore, we allow for an independent shift ∆zi in each
of the measured source redshift distributions niobs(z),
such that
nipred(z) = n
i
obs(z −∆zi), (19)
to be constrained from the combination of ratios of
galaxy-galaxy lensing measurements through their im-
pact in the Σ−1crit,eff factors in Eq. (18).
When turning to the data case, we also have to con-
sider effects which are not included in the simulations.
In particular, next we take into account the effects of
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FIG. 9. Comparison between the mean ratio of tangential shear measurements using 1200 independent log-normal simulations
and the ones calculated from theory, for all lens-source bin ratio combinations sharing the same lens bin. The errorbars
correspond to the standard deviation of the measurement on individual simulations, thus being representative of the errors
that we will obtain from the data.
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potential boost factors and multiplicative shear biases
in the measurements.
1. Boost factors
The calculation of the mean galaxy-galaxy lensing
signal in Eq. (1) correctly accounts for the fact that
some source galaxies are in front of lenses due to over-
lapping lens and source redshift distributions, but only
under the assumption that the galaxies in those distri-
butions are homogeneously distributed across the sky.
As galaxies are not homogeneously distributed but they
are clustered in space, a number of sources larger than
the nobs(z) suggests may be physically associated with
lenses. These sources are not lensed, causing a dilution
of the lensing signal which can be significant at small
scales. In order to estimate the importance of this ef-
fect, we compute the excess of sources around lenses
compared to random points [20]:
B(θ) =
Nr
Nl
∑
l,s wl,s∑
r,s wr,s
(20)
where l, s (r, s) denotes sources around lenses (random
points), wl,s (wr,s) is the weight for the lens-source
(random-source) pair, and the sums are performed over
an angular bin θ. Figure 10 shows this calculation for
every lens-source bin in this analysis. The shaded re-
gions in the plot mark the scales used for the shear-ratio
test (unused by the cosmological analysis). The impor-
tance of boost factors at small scales can be as large
as 10%, while on the large scales used for cosmology it
remains consistent with unity. The data measurements
used for the shear-ratio test in this section have been
corrected for this effect.
2. Multiplicative shear biases
Multiplicative shear biases are expected to be present
in the galaxy-galaxy lensing signal and need to be taken
into account. This potential effect is included as an
independent parameter mi for each source redshift bin,
parametrized such that the shear ratios in Eq. (18) look
like the following:
γl,sit
γ
l,sj
t
=
(1 +mj) Σ
−1 l,si
crit,eff
(1 +mi) Σ
−1 l,sj
crit,eff
. (21)
3. Results
In practice, the sensitivity of the shear-ratio geomet-
rical test to shifts in the mean of redshift distributions
decreases significantly the higher the distribution is in
redshift, due to the relative differences in distance with
respect to the lenses and the observer being smaller for
that case. For that reason, the sensitivity to shifts in
the highest source redshift bin defined in this work is
very small, and as there are strong correlations with
the other shifts, we left out the fourth source bin. We
also leave out the two highest lens redshift bins as the
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FIG. 11. Comparison between the ratio of tangential shear
measurements on Metacalibration (blue points) to the
ones calculated from theory, both without applying any shift
to the original source n(z)′s (dashed orange line) and ap-
plying the best-fit shifts with a 1σ uncertainty band (gray
band).
galaxy-galaxy lensing S/N for these cases is very small
and they add little information to this test.
In order to find the best-fit shifts for all combinations
of fixed-lens γt ratios using these redshift bins, we set a
Monte-Carlo Markov Chain (MCMC) to let the shifts
vary, with a broad flat prior of [-0.5,0.5] for each shift
∆zi. We follow the recommendations in [43] and in-
clude a Gaussian prior of µ = 0.012 and σ = 0.021 on
the multiplicative shear biases mi for each source bin
i. As the covariance is estimated from JK resampling,
the corresponding Hartlap correction is applied to the
covariance.
Figure 11 shows the equivalent of Fig. 9 for the data
case, including the theory prediction with no shifts and
with best-fit shifts from the MCMC run, and the shear-
ratio case in Fig. 12 shows the ∆z constraints from the
MCMC, marginalizing over multiplicative shear biases
m, where very clear correlations can be observed be-
tween the different shifts. In addition, Table I presents
the derived constraints on ∆z and m for the different
source bins considered. Even though Σcrit depends on
cosmology through Ωm, the results are insensitive to
that parameter to the extent that no significant changes
on the shifts are observed when marginalizing over it
with a broad flat prior of 0.1 < Ωm < 0.5. Also, the
boost factor correction from Eq. (20) has no significant
effect on the derived ∆z constraints.
In the past, several studies have proposed shear self-
calibration techniques, either from galaxy-galaxy lens-
ing only [69], or using combinations of observables
(e. g. [70, 71]). Interestingly, the shear-ratio test can
also be used as a way to calibrate potential multiplica-
tive shear biases (m) present in the data. Figure 13 dis-
plays the m priors and posteriors for the three source
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TABLE I. Priors and posteriors on the mean of source redshift distributions (∆z) and multiplicative shear biases (m) for
the first three source bins defined in this work (Fig. 1), using the shear-ratio test. Priors are uniform in ∆z and Gaussian
on m, and posteriors are given as the mean value with 68% constraints.
∆z Prior ∆z Posterior m Prior m Posterior
Source bin 1 Uniform(−0.5,0.5) 0.046+0.017−0.023 Gaussian(0.012,0.021) 0.018+0.020−0.021
Source bin 2 Uniform(−0.5,0.5) −0.005+0.028−0.031 Gaussian(0.012,0.021) −0.012+0.017−0.016
Source bin 3 Uniform(−0.5,0.5) 0.10+0.13−0.12 Gaussian(0.012,0.021) 0.035+0.016−0.019
redshift bins considered, where the posteriors show a
reduction of up to 20% in the width of the priors (see
also Table I) for the second and third bins, therefore
showing potential as a method to internally constrain
shear biases in the data.
4. Caveats and future work
The redshift evolution of the ∆Σ profile of the lens
sample within a redshift bin could potentially affect
the shear-ratio test and would not be noticeable in
the FLASK simulations. This would especially influ-
ence the ratios between lens and source bins that are
close in redshift. However, the usage of relatively thin
lens tomographic bins, of 0.15 in redshift, and the little
galaxy bias evolution of the redMaGiC sample for the
first three lens bins, as shown in Fig. 14 below and [26],
suggest that this effect is small compared to our current
error bars. On the other hand, mischaracterization of
the tails in the fiducial (unshifted) redshift distributions
of the source galaxies, especially for those close to the
lenses, could also affect the results of the shifts obtained
with the shear-ratio test. Studying the impact of such
effects in the shear-ratio geometrical test using N -body
simulations is beyond the scope of this paper and it is
left for future work.
In addition, intrinsic alignment (IA) between physi-
cally associated lens-source galaxy pairs can potentially
affect the shear ratio measurement (see, e. g., [20, 72]).
While IA on larger scales is modeled when measuring
cosmology or the galaxy bias, we have not included this
effect on the small scales used here. The boost factor
measurements in Fig. 10 yield an estimate of the frac-
tion of physically associated pairs in all our measure-
ments. As seen in [72], for typical lensing sources the
impact of IA contamination on the observed lensing sig-
nal is smaller than that of the boosts themselves. Since
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the boost corrections here are small and have a minimal
effect on the derived source photo-z shifts, we expect
the impact of IA to be highly subdominant. However,
it will be beneficial in future work to include the impact
of IA when performing shear ratio tests.
5. Comparison of ∆z constraints and conclusions
In Fig. 12 we also compare the shear-ratio constraints
with those obtained independently from photo-z stud-
ies in the COSMOS field [32] and from galaxy cross-
correlations [33, 34], and we find consistency among the
three independent studies, with χ2/dof = 5.57/6 for the
combination of the three cases. As expected, the con-
straining power of the shear-ratio test for the shifts on
the source distributions decreases rapidly the higher the
redshift of the distributions is, so that the constraints
on the first tomographic bin are competitive with those
from the other probes, and for the third tomographic
bin they add very little information. The use of this
method with forthcoming data sets can have a major
impact in determining possible photometric redshift bi-
ases, especially from source distributions at low redshift.
The importance of an accurate photometric redshift
calibration in DES was already noticed in the analy-
sis of Science Verification data, where it proved to be
one of the dominant systematic effects [73]. For this rea-
son, showing the consistency of constraints derived from
galaxy-galaxy lensing only to those from more tradi-
tional photo-z methods and from galaxy angular cross-
correlations represents an important demonstration of
the robustness of the companion DES Y1 cosmological
analysis.
VII. REDMAGIC GALAXY BIAS
Galaxy-galaxy lensing is sensitive to cosmological pa-
rameters and the galaxy bias of the corresponding lens
galaxy population, as expressed in Eq. (1). Similarly,
the galaxy clustering of the same lens population also
depends on both cosmology and the galaxy bias, but
with a different power of the latter [35]. Therefore,
the combination of galaxy clustering and galaxy-galaxy
lensing breaks the degeneracy between the galaxy bias
and cosmological parameters. This combination is one
of the more promising avenues to understand the under-
lying physical mechanism behind dark energy, and has
been used together with cosmic shear measurements to
produce cosmological results from DES Y1 [23].
Alternatively, fixing all cosmological parameters, the
measurements of galaxy clustering and galaxy-galaxy
lensing can provide independent measurements of the
galaxy bias of a given lens population. The DES Y1
cosmology analysis relies on the assumption that the lin-
ear bias from galaxy clustering and from galaxy-galaxy
lensing is the same, which is known to break down on
the small-scale regime [74]. To verify this assumption
over the scales used in the DES Y1 cosmology analysis,
we measure the galaxy bias from each probe separately.
In Fig. 14 we show the bias constraints from galaxy
clustering (or galaxy autocorrelations, bA) and galaxy-
galaxy lensing (or galaxy-shear cross-correlations, b×)
on the five lens redMaGiC tomographic bins defined
in this work, fixing all cosmological parameters to the
best-fit obtained in the DES Y1 cosmological analy-
sis [23]. We use comoving angular separations larger
than 8h−1Mpc for galaxy clustering, and larger than
12h−1Mpc for galaxy-galaxy lensing, which correspond
to the scales used in the DES Y1 cosmological anal-
ysis. In order to obtain these results, the clustering
measurements from [35] and the galaxy-galaxy lensing
measurements from this work have been analyzed with
the same pipeline used in [23], including the covariance
between the two probes and marginalizing over all nui-
sance parameters like photometric redshift, shear cali-
bration and intrinsic alignments uncertainties. We find
the obtained constraints on the galaxy bias from galaxy-
galaxy lensing to be in good agreement with those ob-
tained from galaxy clustering.
The results in Fig. 14 can also be interpreted by al-
lowing a non-unity cross-correlation parameter between
the galaxy and matter distributions. This parameter
is usually expressed in terms of the matter and galaxy
power spectra, Pδδ and Pgg respectively, and the galaxy-
matter power spectrum Pgδ, as
r (k, χ(z)) =
Pgδ(k, χ(z))√
Pδδ(k, χ(z))Pgg(k, χ(z))
, (22)
where we have explicitly included its possible scale and
redshift dependence. In the context of this model, the
galaxy power spectrum remains unchanged with respect
to r = 1, Pgg = b2Pδδ, but the galaxy-matter power
spectrum changes from Pgδ = bPδδ to Pgδ = b rPδδ.
That introduces an r factor in the galaxy-galaxy lensing
expression in Eq. (1), and hence the two estimates of
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the galaxy bias in Fig. 14 can be transformed to:
b = bA ; r = b×/bA, (23)
and this allows us to place constraints on the r param-
eter using our measurements. If ri refers to the cross-
correlation parameter in lens bin i, the constraints we
obtain read: r1 = 1.086 ± 0.077, r2 = 0.979 ± 0.059,
r3 = 0.919 ± 0.074, r4 = 1.03 ± 0.13, r5 = 0.97 ± 0.28,
shown also in Fig. 15.
In addition, it is important to note that the specified
constraints on the galaxy bias and the cross-correlation
coefficient are not independent of the assumed cosmol-
ogy. The values given above are obtained with the
3x2 best-fit cosmological parameters from the DES Y1
main cosmological analysis [23], which favours the cross-
correlation coefficient being consistent with one, since
the cosmology is determined assuming the galaxy bias
for galaxy clustering and for galaxy-galaxy lensing is
the same. This is also true for the 2x2 cosmology, from
ω(θ) + γt. On the contrary, the cosmological param-
eters obtained only from the cosmic shear analysis are
independent of the galaxy bias and the cross-correlation
coefficient and therefore provide a way to test the r = 1
assumption. In Fig. 15, we present the r constraints
for each of these three cosmologies, which we find all to
be consistent with r = 1. The r constraints presented
in this section provide further justification for assuming
r = 1 in the main DES Y1 cosmological analysis.
In the past, different studies have analyzed the con-
sistency between different estimates of the galaxy bias
of a given galaxy population. In the context of DES,
a number of different analyses using galaxy clustering
in [75], CMB lensing in [76], galaxy-galaxy lensing in
[27], and projected mass maps in [77] used DES Sci-
ence Verification (SV) data to obtain constraints on the
galaxy bias of the main galaxy population (so-called
DES-SV Benchmark sample), finding mild differences
in those estimates that were explored as potential dif-
ferences between clustering and lensing. Outside DES,
other studies have also examined potential differences
between clustering and lensing. In particular, in [78] the
authors perform a galaxy-galaxy lensing measurement
around BOSS CMASS spectroscopic galaxies using data
from the CFHTLenS and SDSS Stripe 82 surveys, and
find the lensing signal to be lower than that expected
from the clustering of lens galaxies and predictions from
standard models of the galaxy-halo connection. In this
study, as expressed in the r values reported above, and
more broadly in the DES Y1 cosmological analysis pre-
sented in [23], we find the clustering and lensing sig-
nals to be consistent within our uncertainties, though
we note that the [78] analysis was done on significantly
smaller scales.
VIII. CONCLUSIONS
This paper is part of the Dark Energy Survey Year 1
(DES Y1) effort to obtain cosmological constraints by
combining three different probes, namely galaxy clus-
tering, galaxy-galaxy lensing and cosmic shear. The
main goal of this work is to present and character-
ize one of these two-point correlations functions, the
galaxy-galaxy lensing measurement. Besides this prin-
cipal task, we use source tomography to put constraints
on the mean of the source redshift distributions using
the geometrical shear-ratio test. Finally, we obtain the
galaxy bias from this probe and we compare it to the
corresponding result from galaxy clustering.
Our lens sample is composed of redMaGiC galaxies
[29], which are photometrically selected luminous red
galaxies (LRGs) with high-precision photometric red-
shifts. This allows us to divide the lens sample into
five equally-spaced tomographic bins between 0.15 and
0.9 in redshift. Regarding the source sample, we use
two independent shear catalogs, namely Metacali-
20
bration and im3shape, which are described in detail
in [43]. We split the source galaxies into four tomo-
graphic bins between 0.2 and 1.3 in redshift using BPZ,
a template-based photometric redshift code.
In order to characterize the DES Y1 galaxy-galaxy
lensing measurements, we test them for an extensive set
of potential systematic effects. First, we show that the
cross-component of the shear is compatible with zero,
which should be the case if the shear is only produced
by gravitational lensing. Second, PSF residuals are con-
sidered and found to leave no imprint on the tangential
shear measurements. Next, we split the source sam-
ple into halves of high and low signal-to-noise or size,
observing no significant differences between the mea-
surements in each half of the split. Finally, we study
the impact of the survey observing conditions, i.e. air-
mass, seeing, magnitude limit and sky brightness, on
the galaxy-galaxy lensing signal, finding no significant
dependence. To estimate the significance of these tests
we use covariance matrices obtained from the jackknife
method, which we validate using a suite of log-normal
simulations. Overall, we find no significant evidence of
systematics contamination of the galaxy-galaxy lensing
signal. Besides serving as crucial input and validation
for the DES Y1 cosmological analysis, this set of sys-
tematics tests will also be useful for potential future
work relying on DES Y1 galaxy-galaxy lensing mea-
surements.
In addition to the systematics testing, we apply the
shear-ratio test to our source tomographic measure-
ments. Given a fixed lens bin, we make use of the ge-
ometrical scaling of the tangential shear for different
source redshift bins to constrain the mean of the source
tomographic redshift distributions, which is one of the
dominant sources of uncertainty in the DES Y1 cosmo-
logical analysis. For this test, we restrict the scales to
those ignored in the cosmological analysis, so that it is
independent of the constraints obtained there. Our re-
sults are in agreement with other photo-z studies on the
same data sample [32–34], thus showing the robustness
of the photometric redshifts used in the DES Y1 cosmo-
logical analysis. We also find this method to be infor-
mative of multiplicative shear biases in the data, hence
showing potential as a way of self-calibrating shear bi-
ases in future data sets.
Finally, restricting to the scales used in the cosmolog-
ical analysis, we use the galaxy-galaxy lensing measure-
ments in this work to obtain galaxy bias constraints on
the redMaGiC galaxy sample by fixing all the cosmo-
logical parameters but leaving free the nuisance param-
eters as in [23]. We compare these constraints from the
ones obtained using the corresponding galaxy clustering
measurements in the same lens sample in [35] and using
the same cosmological model, finding good agreement
between them. This agreement can also be understood
as a consistency test of the assumption that the galaxy-
matter cross-correlation coefficient r = 1, made in the
cosmology analysis.
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Appendix A: ∆Σ and γt
When we measure the mean tangential alignment of
background galaxies around lenses, we need to make a
choice as to how we weight each of the lens-source pairs.
In this appendix, we discuss the implications of using
either a uniform weight for all source-lens pairs in a
given combination of source and lens redshift bins, or a
weight that takes into account the photometric redshift
estimate of the source to yield a minimum variance es-
timate of the surface mass density contrast of the lens.
In the first case, and without a shape noise weight-
ing of sources, our measurement γt is simply the arith-
metic mean of the tangential components of ellipticities
of sources i:
γt = N
−1
N∑
i=1
et,i . (A1)
In the second case, we weight each lens-source pair
by a weight we,i,
γt =
∑N
i=1 we,iet,i∑N
i=1 we,i
. (A2)
For optimal signal-to-noise ratio and uniform shape
noise of our sample of source galaxies, we,i should be
chosen to be proportional to the amplitude of the sig-
nal in each lens-source pair, i.e.
we,i ∝ DlDls
Ds
. (A3)
We note that, for a given cosmology, the mean shears
of both Eq. (A1) and Eq. (A2) can be converted to
an estimate of surface mass density ∆Σ, by multiply-
ing with the (weighted) estimate of Σ−1crit, as in Eq. (3).
In the case of Eq. (A2) with the weights equal to the
expectation value of Eq. (A3), this is identical to the
common ∆Σ estimator of [20].
The unweighted mean of Eq. (A1) has the consider-
able advantage that nuisance parameters describing the
systematic uncertainty of shear and redshift estimates
of the source redshift bins are identical to the ones de-
termined for a cosmic shear analysis using the same
samples [32, 43, 57]. This is of particular importance
when joining cosmic shear and galaxy-galaxy lensing
measurements into one combined probe [23]. The ques-
tion at hand therefore is whether the increase in signal-
to-noise ratio (S/N) due to the optimal weighting of
Eq. (A2) would warrant the added complication.
We make a simple estimate of the loss in S/N in-
curred by uniform weighting of sources. To this end,
we simulate a source sample with overall Gaussian dis-
tribution of true redshifts zt with a mean 〈zt〉 = 0.6 and
width σt = 0.3. We split sources into redshift bins of
width ∆zp = 0.25 by a point estimate zp of their red-
shift. For a given source redshift bin centered on zm,
we emulate the latter by adding a Gaussian scatter of
σp = −0.1 (1+z)+0.12 (1+z)2 to zt, which is a realistic
scatter for DES-Y1 photo-z’s [32].
Figure 16 compares the recovered S/N of the galaxy-
galaxy lensing signal to that of weighting each source by
the optimal weight using its true redshift for two cases:
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FIG. 16. Relative signal-to-noise ratio of lensing signal re-
covered when weighting sources uniformly (commonly called
γt, circles) and with "∆Σ weighting" according to a DES-
like photometric redshift point estimate (squares) with σp =
−0.1 (1 + z) + 0.12 (1 + z)2 scatter around the true redshift
[32]. The point estimate is used to select source bins of
width ∆z = 0.25.
(1) uniform weighting of all sources in a redshift bin (cir-
cles) and (2) weighting each source by Eq. (A3) eval-
uated at the source redshift point estimate (squares).
Except in the case of source redshift bins overlapping
the lens redshift, uniform weighting does not consider-
ably lower the S/N of the measured galaxy-galaxy lens-
ing signal. The photo-z resolution results in a bigger
gain when using optimal weighting compared to uniform
weighting. For instance, for zl = 0.4 and zs = 0.425,
the gain of using photo-z optimal weighting is 6.4% for
the fiducial photo-z scatter while it goes up to 25% if
we improve the resolution by a factor of two. In a case
with less overlap between the lens and source redshift
distributions the improvement is reduced, as expected.
For example, for zl = 0.4 and zs = 0.625, the gain of
using photo-z optimal weighting is 1.6% for the fiducial
photo-z scatter while it is 2.1% for a photo-z resolu-
tion that is twice as good. Therefore, we conclude that,
even though optimal weighting can be important, for
the photo-z precision and the source binning used in
this work, photo-z-dependent weighting of sources does
not significantly improve the constraining power, and
decide to use uniformly weighted tangential shears in
this analysis.
Appendix B: Effect of random point subtraction in
the tangential shear measurement
Our estimator of galaxy-galaxy lensing in Eq. (8)
includes subtracting the measurement around random
points that trace the same survey geometry. This mea-
surement, using a set of random points with 10 times
as many points as lens galaxies, is shown in Fig. 17.
Even though this is a correction included in the mea-
surement, it is nonetheless useful to confirm that it is
small at all scales used in the analysis. The measure-
ment tests the importance of systematic shear which
is especially problematic at the survey boundary, and
allows us to compare the magnitude of the systematic
shear with the magnitude of the signal around actual
lens galaxies. We find the tangential shear around ran-
dom points to be a small correction, consistent with
the null hypothesis, as it is seen in the top left panel of
Fig. 18.
Even though the random point subtraction is a mild
correction to the signal, it has an important effect on
the covariance matrix. Subtracting the measurement
around random points removes a term in the covari-
ance due to performing the measurement using the over-
density field instead of the density field, as it was stud-
ied in detail in [60]. As seen in Fig. 18, we observe this
effect on scales larger than 20 arcmin., where the co-
variance is no longer dominated by shape noise. When
subtracting the measurement around random points, we
detect both a significant decrease on the uncertainty of
the tangential shear (top right panel) and a reduction
of the correlation between angular bins (lower panels).
Finally, another argument that strongly favours ap-
plying the random points subtraction is the following.
In Sec. IVC we validated the jackknife method using
log-normal simulations, showing that the uncertainties
on the tangential shear are compatible when using the
jackknife method and when using the true variance from
1200 independent FLASK simulations (Fig. 4). We have
performed this comparison both with and without the
random point subtraction, finding that there is only
agreement between the different methods when the tan-
gential shear around random points is removed from the
signal.
Appendix C: Metacalibration responses scale
dependence
As explained in Sec. IVA1, when applying the
Metacalibration responses we approximate them as
being scale independent. In this appendix we test the
validity of this approximation by measuring the scale
dependence of the responses for all the tomographic
lens-source bin combinations.
In Fig. 19 we display the Metacalibration re-
sponses for all the lens-source redshift bins combina-
tions averaged in 20 log-spaced angular bins using the
NK TreeCorr correlation function. Comparing to the
mean of the responses over the ensemble in each source
redshift bin, we find the variation with θ to be very
small compared to the size of our measurement uncer-
tainties and thus decide to use a constant value for sim-
plicity. Future analyses using Metacalibration on
larger data samples with smaller uncertainties may need
to include the scale-dependent responses in their mea-
surements.
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FIG. 19. Metacalibration responses scale dependence and mean values. We compare the responses averaged in 20 log-
spaced angular bins between 2.5 and 250 arcmin in each lens-source redshift bin combination (Rnk) to the average of the
responses in each source redshift bin (Rmean). The maximum difference between them is at the 0.2% level.
